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THE SONG OF ROLAND

AND THE

ENCULTURATION OF A WARRIOR CLASS

"Elle n'est pas seulement un sujet d'�tude pou:-:-:-esprits

During the German siege of Paris in December 1870, a learned

and patriotic medievaiist, Gaston Paris, delivered a set of lectures

at the College de France on La Chanson de Roland et la nationalite
1

It would now be timely for a specialist in contemporary

summer of 1918 a professor at the Ecole Normale of

'esJ

urged future teachers, when reading to future

the Chanson, to show "le lien toujours vivace· qui joint au
pr�sent" and the ideals inherited from "nos aieux du Moyen

including "ardent amour de la patrie," "culte souverain Ile

and "crainte de forfaire et d'etre honni."

Influential historians have blamed the newspapers and the popular press

German culture, expressed in the great Legendes epiques

journalism" helped to indoctrinate the masses who marched enthusiastically

Five days after Germany declared war on France, a friend

and modern nationalism, particularly in the period of World War I.

That "yellow

to war cannot be doubted, but scholars and professors also played their

part in the movement, and while the press harangued the future foot

soldiers, the academic elite was addressing the officer class.

Every

poilu knew about Joan of Arc, but the officers had also learned in

their lycees of the valor of the heroes of Roncevaux. While the greater

part of this paper is devoted to the social and political values conveyed

by the Chanson in the Middle Ages, the use of literature to buttress

values can conveniently be illustrated by some reference to the Song

in more modern times.

A dozen French translations of the Roland appeared between

1870 and 1914 and in 1880 it was assigned officially as a "texte
3
classique a 1 1 usage des eleves de seconde.11
In 1900 a professor at

II

5

history and literature to prepare another study on the Song of Roland

for inflaming public opinion on the eve of the Great War.2

j

une des sources vives oii nous devons retremper nos ames.1•4 IDulring

John F. Benton

francaise.

�
1 ,L

the Lycee Henri IV told his audience at the Ecole Speciale Mil tai
l
at Saint-Cyr, "La Ch=on de Rnlond eet ootre Iliade" •
uded

"NOSTRE FRANCEIS N'UNT TALENT DE FUIR":

Joseph Bedier's love of medieval France and co

"shed

between 1908 and 1913, was shared widely by and with his

editorializing in a Parisian Catholic daily, offered his read
l
inspirational (if technically incongruous) quotations, ";Fin1s:perm.e"

rI
+L

and the invocation of the Carolingian Salic (and therefo e, G

.Law, "Vive le Christ qui aime les Francs.11

7

Battle strategies

-r were er�ted by milHary <hood"' like Ardoot du P

:e

enthusiastic Colonel Grandmaison, ra�her than medievalis�s ln,

sympathizers, but all shared a common sense of national her�t
spirit.

The Field Regulations of November 1913 declare ,

"l'

'"'\""+ i

opOratUme, d'=tre loi que l'offeneive," • d "ated
"Le
:
batailles sont surtout des luttes morales."
On the barltlegr und ?

morale, the Chanson de Roland could serve as a weapon.

es

3

4

As preparations for war against Germany developed, the Song

ll

or in successive reworked texts, this information can change wit

l
l
bl
l

leaped the Channel and two translations appeared in England in 1907,

circumstances. In nonliterate societies, we are told by t o f e1d

began his own translation as a "so.lace" in the summer of 1918, and

the memory while the rest is usually forgotten," and in pr of

just three years after the Anglo-French Entente.

Scott Moncreiffe

John Masefield in 1918 introduced each chapter of his apologetic
9 The precise
Gallipoli with a hortatory passage from the Song of Roland.

l

anthropologists, "what continues to be social relevance is sto ed in

j

point they note how the Tiv people of Nigeria changed thei

. over forty years.
genealogies

f this

11t aditio

I

As a second example they ci e thelcase

b
b

seven

links connecting literature, ideals and actions are most uncertain, for

of the state of Gonja in northern Ghana, which was divided int

their after-the-fact justification.

the local myths indicated that the founder of the state, J kpal, Rad

it is so difficult to distinguish the determinants of behavior from

Nevertheless, it seems clear to me

that the Chanson played a part in the mentality of the Great War.

The

use of the Roland in modern times, either for inspiration or for solace,

may be considered a part of the process of enculturation, a process

which is probably harder to understand but easier to recognize in earlier

or non-Western cultures than in our own.

"Enculturation" is a term recently created by anthropologists

as an alternative to "socialization" to distinguish different aspects

of the educational process and its relationship to cultural change.

Specialists differ over the distinctions between these terms and

their specific meaning, and I will not insist on a matter of definition
here.

But since "socialization" may lead one to think of children

learning (however well) to listen respectfully to their elders or of

a page being taught not to pick his teeth in public, I have preferred
to use "enculturation" here, defined_ as "the process of acquiring a

world view.,;LO

Great poetry both gives pleasure and teaches.

The epic

transmits information about the heroic past, and in either its oral form

divisional chiefdoms in the early part of this century, at whi hltime

�

seven sons; sixty years later two of the divisional chiefd ms ha

l
d k

disappeared and in the �ollective memory of the people JakJ a w slsaid
to have had only five sons.11

We should expect analogous

evolving story like that of Roland.

han es in

1

a

1l
�
l

Information such as that just mentioned about ge ealbgv and

lineage is u•eful to a ,oeiety in under•tanding it• pa•<

.'

p e••nt

�olitical organization, but the transmission of techniques seems Ito
play a very minor pare in epie poetry.

A yo�g va�ior

hi

�

learn how to fight in battle formation from hearing the so g o,f

�

1
Roland. 2

I

He would not even .learn how to use his sword.

Ver

i

The "f agme

iI

from The Hague, dated about the year 1000, describes an "e ic st oke"

j

l

which splits the middle of the opponent's head and body and e en

cleaves the spine of his horse .13

This overhand stroke is used

l
lj
l l�
l

repeatedly in the Chanson de Roland (except that in the Ba iga t

episode Charlemagne splits only the emir's head) , the Baye

ap$stry

depicts the beginning swing of such a stroke, and its cons que es
.
can be seen in numerous medieval illustrations. 14 Now if ne lreflect

11

5
on this stroke, it is better suited to legendary heroes than to

real-life survivors.

6

If a warrior raises his arm like a tennis

player about to serve, he exposes the vulnerable area of the armpit,
loses the ability to parry all but a similar stroke, and gains

t

t

I
lb

The poem 1 s reference to Saracen b ttle' drums'
17
helps to place its composition after 1086,
but beyond th t o'"nt
hard to date precisely.

controversy rages.

Some paleographers .have dated the Oxf

t

ka · user�

d

l
l
ltj ll
I,
� l

aa '''' aa c. 1170, allow<ng o'har cri,ica 'o placa i'• co po i ion

nothing from the forward movement of the horse. According to those of

the 1150s.

sweeping side-stroke is more powerful than an overhead smash, because

twelfth-century composition and placing the text either s ort ylbefoli
18
the First Crusade or within a generation or so after.
Eor thE

my students who have fought with heavy swords on foot (I have not) , a
it can be delivered with the torque of the whole body.

And for a

mounted warrior, a thrust is preferable _to a cut, and the "epic

stroke" is particularly dangerous, because if the opponent veers, the
In

stroke would then descend on the head of the rider' s own horse.

short, the Chanson de Roland is not a manual of practical use for
either a medieval warrior or a modern historian.
but values or morale.

It teaches not skills

This is surely what the author of a thirteenth-

century sermon had in mind when he wrote of the use of the deeds of

Others consider that the manuscript could hav

be n. writ

as early as 112 5 and not later than 1150, thus ruling out a m d·

I

purposes of this paper, dealing as it does with encultura ive v lues,:

the precision of dating is not of great importance, so lodg as

ne

J bn
J
l
l �
l
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l

r

accepts the principle that some portions of the epic ente ed

:

Chan

in either oral or written form, well before the twelfth c ntu y but

that in a fluid tradition early material which does not h ve i•sdcial
relevance," which goes against the cultural values of a 1 ter t me,
tend to drop from sight.

What is certain is that even if it wa

fir

15
Charles, Roland, and Oliver "to give spirit to the audience.11

�i,,en in 'h' '''' al��'h can,ury, 'h' Chanaon da Rola d a

"layers" in the ,Oxford text, and of different versions of the Chanson

cited by twelfth-century authors, and popular enough t o g ve bi· th t

epic, are troublesome issues for any commentator.

Moreover, a host o f critical studies shows that the poem f '' u. oldus

The complex problems of dating, of different chronological

which were produced and written after "Turoldus" had completed his

At this point I should

say that I find compelling the major arguments of "traditionalism"

l

e

it is culturally a twelfth-century poem, copied in the tw lft . entu

translations and other versions in the twelfth and thirte nth c nturi

I

t

is no mere pastiche of fragments from different epochs, b t was

t 1�1

19
intended by its author to have a unified form and meaning.'

stroke" or the episode of Charlemagne, like Joshua, making the sun stand

in which the Chanson might have inspired or justified the behav or of

still outside Zaragoza as reported in the Annales Anianenses.16

Because

it deals with traditional material, the poem of "Turoldus" is notoriously

1

ha

that the Oxford text does contain much material which entered the

collective or poetic memory in earlier centuries, such as the "epic

n,

The remainder of this paper is concerned with s ' e

its twelfth-century audience.

l

the

Among the enculturative va]ues w ich

1

Song of Roland displays, the most prominent is the glorif cat[o�iof

t
�

s

7

8

warfare, a "just war," a "Holy War," to be sure, but warfare all the

a devoutly Christian epic, a Vita or Fassio sancti Rolandi,l we ln�ed

the Chanson was still a living epic needed to be reassured that warfare

any clergy who heard the poem. 24

the Chanson and the values of the warrior class, one can see that they

warfare I noted that the war commemorated in Roland, unlifo

same.

I doubt if many, if indeed any, bellatores of the period when

was a proper and honorable occupation.

But when one looks outside

are in contradiction to the lingering remnants of traditional Christian

to remember that Archbishop Turpin provided an uncanonical model lfor

�
i
1

In what I have just said about the positive value! plac d on
th I s.

.in

f�

the more common epics of revolt such as Raoul de Cambrai, as a ' Holy

pacificism, a theme of great importance in many of the Fathers and

War" against the infidel.

of St. Martin of Tours, "I am a knight (miles) of Christ, I am not

crusade, the Entstehung des Kreuzzugsgedankens, though the chr riqlogy

by a Taillefer to inspire the Norman army before the battle of Hastings,

"Some say that 'the Chanson de Roland would be impossible

2 1 While the warriors
the Chanson appropriate for such an occasion.

5
incomprehensible without the Chanson de Roland. 1 112 Erdma n dd.d not

clearly expressed by the quotation in Sulpicius Severus' popular vita
0
permitted to fight."2
Whether or not a Song of Roland was chanted

the twelfth-century authors ·william of Malmesbury and Wace considered

Practically all medievalists ag ee

is a relationship between the Chanson and the development

that relationship has been hotly disputed.

h

f thelidea

b
b

tr
J l
1 l

As Carl Erdman

ha •uut
e

l
b

of William the Conqueror or of the succeeding period can scarcely

attempt to date the poem, except to state that "the ChansoJ ca n t

presumably gave no thought to the fact that St. Martin deserted from

both the actual historical circumstances of the invasion o

have been expected to have puzzled· over Tertullian and Basil, and

the Roman army, not all bishops were warriors like the poetic Turpin
or the historical Odo of Bayeux, who as members of the clergy were

ii!:

th u11: the

First Crusade,' while others maintain that 'the crusade wo ld

6
antedate the time of Alexander II.112

the

j

l

The theme of a bell m d m ni f

l{

Sp

and

l
l !i
l�
l lf
J
�
l J..

the period after the renewed religious expansionism of Christi nlEuro

forbidden by canon law to bear arms.22

Nota
:
Emil.ianense, and so is of little help in dating either the Ox o M•Rol

sure that the Gregorian Reform itself marks a great turning point on

military-religious ethos common in the late eleventh and e rl� t elft

Attitudes toward warfare varied, of course, and I am not

the issue of Christian pacificism.

In the early eleventh century

Bishop Hubert of Angers was excommunicated for fighting at his king's
command, while Bishop Wazo of Liege did lead troops in battle, but
3
conscientiously did so unarmed.2 When critics, with their own ideas

about the nature of Christianity (medieval or modern) , call the Chanson

in the 1060s, that is, about the time of the writing of th

or its predecessors.

-

l

While I feel that the Chanson accords welll with

centuries, what strikes me most is how difficult it is to

l

ind c earl

d-nmable oobo"' of ch• "'"'ado ro rooover Jor�al� in a

•hi

took its present written form well after the First Crusade ' 27 Edually

it is surprising how seldome the name of Roland or referen

Chanson appears in the extensive literature written in sup

he

the

9

crusading movement.

28

Even in the early fourteenth century, when

William the Conqueror ruled to some degree in a
31

Pierre de la Palu turned to a literary source for his treatment of

mode.

Charlemagne in his Liber Bellorum Domini, he used the story of Amis

of dulce France and not to argue that· the author of the

and Amiloun.

29

The Chanson de Roland must have been immensely popular

It may at first seem perverse not

was trying to inculcate loyalty to the king of France

in the twelfth and later centuries (as manuscripts, translations, and

Henry I to Louis VII, depending upon the date assigned

onamastics all attest), its ethos does support the militant expansion

But let us consider the historical origins and context

of Christianity, but the vigor of scholarly debate over precise dating

bit more fully.

suggests that it could have been composed before 1095, and the relative

u.,_

silence of crusading sources and propaganda with respect to Roland or

to have its origin in the battle whose twelve-hundredth

the epic Charlemagne indicates that contemporaries could have under-

::: :::::-::·:::.':,::::; :� ::: :::: :� �:

stood, described, and advocated crusades quite well if the Chanson de
Roland had never existed.

h

r

and his warriors necessarily Franks .

Besides the positive value placed on fighting itself and on
militant Christianity, a third obvious but easily misunderstood cultural
value transmitted by the Chanson is loyalty to king and country .

30

·
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Whatever the means of transmission, the Son0

Charlemagne, the

�I

sar

nn v

so.

ulnifie

of

�l
LI
Jl

Christian Europe, became in legend and belief a univers

Christian Alexander, but once the Capetians had overthro

h r , a
th

. 1

deve.,ll!=IP

Carolingians, it took a long time for the Capetian mona chy l t

This point too has been amply treated in our literature on the Chanson,

a special affinity for him.

and in this brief discussion I wish particularly to express a caveat about an

the work of an anti-pope opposed by the French monarchy landlacfting

apparent "French" or "Capetian" nationalism.

the instigation of the German emperor.

The "patriotic" loyalties

His canonization in 1165 w�s, af er a]

I
I
�
I
l
l

I
I
�
Im

A prophecy crea ed at Sainti

which I think the Oxford Roland exemplified for its listeners were

Valery-sur-Somme about 1040 predicted that the Capetian

loyalty to the warrior's highest recognized ruler, the ruler who led

the throne of France for seven generations, when it wou d ret rn to

one's army into battle, a loyalty which we may call "feudal," whether

descendant of Charlemagne.

its object was an emperor, king, duke or count, and willingness to fight

and Sigebert of Gembloux both stressed the usurpation o

Early in the twelfth centur

woul

hold

Hu h of F !lt,'lf.ry

�·i•hY

the ' apeti

s

and die for one's homeland, for Tere Majur, the familiar theme of .E.E£_

in their influential histories. Only at the end of the rn. ( h

patria mori, whatever that homeland or� actually was .

did the reditus ad stirpem Caroli become a literary the e c n ering!lll'1>n

In addition,

the Chanson also stresses imperial authority in terms which seem
particularly appropriate to the Anglo-Norman "empire," in part because

;Philip Augustus . 32

l

12

11

One of the literary merits of the Roland is that Charlemagne

is a noble figure throughout, ready to become the saint placed in

Heaven by Dante, and is not insulted as he is in many other chansons,
though his comparative impotence at the trial of Ganelon may �eflect
. .
th.:rs tradition.

33

It has been suggested that the Chanson

de Roland was commissioned by Suger or one of his successors to

strengthen the prestige of the Capetian monarchy, but this idea, even
if it does not fall on chronological grounds, finds precious little
support in the writings of Suger himself.

In his student days a

distinguished French medievalist set out to write a diplome on

"L'idee de Charlemagne dans la pensee de Suger," and abandoned the

project when he found, as can be seen by anyone who consults the index
of the Oeuvres completes de Suger, that the great propagandist of

St. Denis scarcely mentioned Charlemagne and when he did treated him

as simply one more king who had the good sense to make donations to

the abbey. The arguments of Professor Hans Erich Keller, which derive

a good deal of rhetorical force from repetition and the cumulation of
philological detail, all too often must depend on the concept of

mystification.

"Mystification" can be useful for a writer of

religious allegory or a humorous author, like Geoffrey of Monmouth, who

had to deal with split allegiances in a turbulent political setting,

but it is a senseless technique for a propagandist trying to

strengthen royal power, when direct writing would be so much more

3
effective. 4

died.

jl I
jl

j

The reputation of Charlemagne, as far as we can teliL, nevet'

As the Nota Emilianense suggest, a cantar de Rodla e a �

Charlemagne and his peers may have existed in Castile in

century.35

j
j

he

l
J

Scholars have placed the origins of the Chans n d

1

t

ventn

Roland in areas of France as widely separated as the Midi an
36
Brittany.
The existence of songs about Charlemagne in is arlive

h
Germanic tongue has been postulated, though textual evide ce k o'n an

early Song of Roland in German is as lacking as evidence
in Francien dialect.

or

l
�

For an historian unable to form an ·nde e dent

b

judgment about the philological discussions, the argument ab url the

J �

"national origin" of the Chanson seem analogous to those

bou

lfhe

origin of Honorius Augustodunensis, who was born in one p�acel and

t

traveled a lot.37 What is clear from translations and ma�uscrf ts is

I
could ·find a welcome home in France, England, Germany, No ! ay,l

that after the beginning of the twelfth century the Chansqn de
Spain, and eventually Brazil.

In short, one did not have to be French or a su ject

(
�
I

l
jf

Capetian monarchy to enjoy and be insp,ired by the Song of Rol n
Anglo-Normanisms of the Oxford Roland, combined with othe

.

taly
f
•

,including the name Turoldus, has suggested to some a Norm n or

"son ideal s'eleve pourtant au-dessus de tous les particu�ari�m�s,

et apparait deJa vraiment national.1139
A

�.'

.

�

T

_Anglo-Norman origin. 38 A French critic has recently writ = Me if
the author of the Oxford Roland was Norman or of Norman o igiµ, lhe

I would prefer ei. tl her I tc

�

the

ev d�nce,

did not reveal "de veritables partis pris normands," and tlhat

II

oland

14

13
consider the ideal of the Chanson supranational or to say that the

BesanJon, Wissant, that is, the ancient Neustria of the latte tienth3
century Carolingian Kingdom.4
For the Rolandslied the territorv•of

term nationalism has little or no meaning in the period we are
considering.

In The Battle of Maldon Byrthnoth, who in dying for his

that we owe our single medieval manuscript of Beowulf, a manuscript

If we move forward to the twelfth century we find that the French

41

welcomed Arthur and the "matter of Britain" without regard for his

national origins.

In the medieval world we are considering, loyalty

and love of homeland were admired and "nationalism" was not understood
in the sense that it is today. With equal justice it could be said

that if the author of the text from which the Oxford Roland was copied

was French, he did not reveal "any deep French prejudices," for the

Normans, the men of Auvergne, the Bavarians, the Gascons, the Saxons,

all the troops of Charlemagne's empire as the author conceived it,
are treated with respect.

But what, one is bound to ask, of the special place in dulce

France given to the Francs de France, of the phrase "nos Franceis"1 42
In the Chanson "France" sometimes indicates all the empire held by

the Franks, just as "Francs" and "Franceis" are usually interchangeable,

but in other places the heartland of Francia is more limited.

Those

limits, as worked out by Ferdinand Lot and Rene Louis, are enclosed in

the territory marked out by the four points Mont-Saint-Michel, Sens,

ny

significance is to be given to the limited "France," it sh u1d

so, but it is probably to the England of Byrthnoth's king, Ethelred II,

Anglo-Saxon kingdom which had suffered grievously from Danish attacks.

l bt
J
lJ
�
r

Francia can be expressed as Carolingie Gsee v. 6930) . If

king and homeland exhibits much the same fierce pride and loyalty as
40 Perhaps
Roland, has been said to show "un haut sentiment national.11

which shows that the glory of the Danish court stayed alive in an

I I .

o itic

b

di)

ed

of

e

not at the Capetian monarchy but at that of the late Carol ng ari$, wh•

had so little significance in the twelftl. century that the cop �

Oxford Roland garbled his text.

I
�1
!

A sense of long past hist ry· w

is, after all, what an epic preserves, is a different matt r f�ci

po•i<ive poli<ioal loyal<y.

To <u� fr� li,�a<ure <o o

r<�•

for an """'ple, <he Ca<alan• forgo< nai<her 'heir hi•<orioal ej•<ioo
ship nor their nominal ties to the French monarchy, so tha

l]

the twelfth century notaries in obscure villages were stil
charters by the regnal years of the kings of France. 44

dati¥g

I I

�l Jb

But t�at'I fo

bia<orioal <ie doe• no< mean <ha< any Ca<alan, no �<<er b

epic poetry, made the slightest effort to fight and die fo

monarchy which never led a military expedition to the sout
Louis VI's campaign in Auvergne.
Cha,,on

w lll into

a

o,+d by

a�etia

l
unti

Up to this point we hav� dealt with the way in w icH the

"�"

�rfare Haelf and <be �oly

•=

L n1
J
lJ
l j
l l

in par<ioul

,

..i1

..

as the question of French or Capetian loyalty, but for a f urth:and
final theme we come now to the topic which has interested

which lies behind the title of this paper.

e

ost and

The Chanson te ch s ;ihot t

techniques of fighting but the virtues desired for an idea

wa r1or.

title of this paper (v. 12 55) , but in such warnings as "De

ki

main example is the condemnation of flight, expressed not qnlyl itl the

s'en fuit!" (v. 1047) .

The idea that it is better to die

freati

15

is, of course a commonplace of the chansons de geste, as it is of most
epics.

45

But it is not, I should add, an ideal military strategy.

16

commanders, to his

�

and his ruler, and to the Christian re

]

J �x
-11r

all of which are skillfully combined in the Oxford Rolan .

Confidence in cran or guts rather than prudent concern for tactics

such loyalty can be found in the twelfth century, perhap

or logistics was very nearly disastrous for the French in World

in England than in France, but the ideals of the Chanson were

War I.

part of everyday life.

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries mutual consent was

.y

mo e

b

� .l;J

The tenacious bond of the German c c m+tatuslll ts

� necessity before individual combat between mounted warriors could

a co�nplace of licerac�e and idealired hieCory, buC c

take place, and flight or retreat was common.

political realities of eleventh and twelfth-century France

Sometimes it was a

f

.d

;cary

I I:
bJ

ere.not

skillfully executed and disciplined feigned or Parthian retreat, as

those of Tacitus, Beowulf, or even of the historical Charlemag�e,

probably occurred at Hastings.

Sometimes it was ignominious retreat,

could enforce ties of dependence with a large amount of

like that of Stephen of Blois.

And sometimes a retreat followed by a

auctoritas.

w

ra itional

In the France of the first half of the twelfth[ceµtur�

l

\ JJ
t j ,1

later victory, as in the case of Henry Beauclerc, seemed only to

the king had little control over the great princes, who

illustrate to chroniclers the prudent wisdom that he who fights and

bebaved were �re alliee than eubjecce.

46
runs away, may live to fight -- and win -- another day.

nearly exhausted himself controlling the minor nobility of

he Ile

Fm=e, Cmitorial princee had to Wony abouc the loyal y

f, hei

Even though disciplined retreat can sometimes be the best

A warrior-king

herl well

ik

Lbuie

strategy, every commander wants troops who will risk, indeed sacrifice,

barons, hereditary castellans could dream of retaining more an :mor,

47
their lives if necessary.

power for Ch™elvee, and roving Juv�ee were ready Co j in ''

To insure such readiness to die, the

l
!

�'

[

l

enculturation of warriors through a code of honor and glory that condemns

promising commander.

flight as shameful has great value, and epic poetry plays its part in

forcee of locali�, fami1y loyalcy and eelf-intereec, iC � de

creating this code.

all two things. One was institutions.which would distriThut

p liti�

noble youths urged instruction in "the ancestral songs by which the

power and benefits sufficiently widely to the military c as

t

auditors are spurred to glory," and in the Chanson de Roland no one

it that its best interests lay in the stability of princ pa it1es

The Institutiones Disciplinae on the education of

wants to have bad songs sung about him.

loyalty.

48

If feudalism was to reverse the di integ ati)

50
indeed in the building of states.

J
J
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lJ
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co

that could bind the entire class, from barons to bacheli rs,I imto a

Loyalty to one's kin appears, notably in the support Ganelon

which could conduct war, govern, and administer together in

receives from his family.

But towering far above loyalty to kin are

a warrior's loyalties to his companions in arms, to his battlefield

ce

The other was an ideal pflloya

Central to the Chanson de Roland is a code of honorable

49

I

oup

its common interests, from defense against foreign invas�on

J

repression, exploitation or control of a dependent peasa tr

ers.

17

l

r

The question of whether the chansons de geste should be classed as

content surely changed with time and local circumstance , and all 1!:

aristocratic or considered intended for bacheliers draws a distinction

can be said with certainty of them today is that their 1nte e t mus�

J k

have

enculturative instrument for an entire warrior class, from the most

left their mark on written records like the Nota Emilia ens:e

.i
r d tli

aristocratic descendants and successors of the heroes named in the

"fragment" of The Hague.

where none is necessary.
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·The Chanson de Roland can be considered an

In the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries Qn Frane

text to the lowest milites with pretensions to chivalric honor.
To conclude this paper we shall now return to the question
of the Chanson and its particular audience.

The "traditionalist"

j
I I ;l
l ,
1
1' ·r• 1

have been sufficient for some elements to have survived andl t

t

m Wory

Carolingi� gov��' and i<• poli<ical id�l• were on y

while "modern," centralized, "national" government of t e t!YP

l

in ll �I""

school holds, with quite forceful arguments, that a Chanson de

adminiswe• by Henry nan'"•=" �• Philip Auguatu•

Roncevaux existed from some time after the actual battle in the eighth
century in one form or another, having as one purpose the commemoration

e
In the absence of centralized, bureaucratic gover ents
:
burden of social control and civil cohesion fell upon th i st tutio�

of the event and the glorification of the fallen, and the "individualist"

of the Peace Movement, in which the episcopacy played s ch an :i.m. po · .nt

school allows that versions of the Roland "story" circulated before

role, and on those relatively short chains of command,

"Turoldus" wrote.

The enculturative values of earlier compositions were

l

nascendi.

l

J
1

��

. .1
11
f one. man
sulh : "�euJl

to another by fief and homage, which we call "feudal."

b.· nd

l
b
l
k

j
�
�
�

presumably the political and military ideals of the Carolingian warrior

hierarchies could and eventually often did strengthen k·ngs i , an

class, though since the prehistory of the Oxford Roland is so uncertain,

they·brought a new class of men, the milites, into the

we have almost no evidence of what specific effects an earlier song

government.

unc i ns o

In real life from the middle of the eleven h c n ury

might have had on its audience, how much of its emphasis, for example,

as in the Chanson de Roland, a large group of lesser me� be a

was on loyalty and treason, how much on ·christianity, Holy War, kingship,

training in power along with

or the special role of the Frankish "nation."

was one of the enculturative functi

Early songs or stories

presumably traveled about the Frankish empire, perhaps circulated with
the royal court or army, were carried along the pilgrimage roads

:�

�

.

s of the C anson to

� l J� �
x e

values of the aristocracy to these "others," the altres. 53

�

l

the

l

jI • '

Awareness of the importance of the knightly c ass arld of

process by which these "two levels of feudalism" could be bro ght ti

of other itinerants, such as the rotuligeri who bore mortuary rolls

work together has provided increased understanding of t e pol'tica

between churches as widely separated as Ripoll, Pampeluna, Paris, and

dynamics of Western Europe in the eleventh and twelfth c nt r

52
Aachen.

Analysis of the process has usually concentrated on the

�

� l
, I

ncen

it

. th

described so evocatively by Bedier, or were even part of the "baggage"

Their language could have been Latin or vernacular, their

II

'

�I

e
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offered by rulers to counter the presumable self-interest (or family

to imposition or nostalgic tradition but to a form 0f �dep log�

and local interest) of the class of milites; in the words of a recent

selection, a natural selection of ideals and esthet cs p�ssed

�

with appropriate modifications from g�neration to genera ion.

study of territorial power in the twelfth century, "to retain the
fidelity of other lineages and of equestrian fighting men, the ruler
54
had to share his power with them.11

l l
b
l l

Administrative records necessarily

concentrate attention on the distribution of power and wealth, but
literature has the peculiar property of allowing us to see as well
the sharing of ideals.

l b
: I of
had the power to move men to rethink their self-interest in tebns

The major point of this paper is that the Chanson de Rb and
1
filled a need, or many needs, for its medieval audiences, a d h
it

Ir ·
fr ll

<hey might actually profer ho=r·•1· dsth , . .....'", fl"

The political ideals of the Oxford Roland are precisely those

l

higher ideals, to the point that in real life as in epic im gi a1
.
·

loyalty to limited personal advantage, and in the process b ild

which would cement the structure of the military society of the twelfth

governments and assure peace and stability.

century.

structures which helped to shape such ideals and behavior,

ut t�ey

brotherhood which transcended· lineage, of courage and honor in the face

can never read or hear the Chanson precisely as medieval me

did'.I

of the enemy which assured the survival not of individuals but of the

this case, however (and unlike, let us say, Beowulf or Mald n)

group, of "loving" loyalty to a ruler who deferred his more important

Chanson de Roland had a repeat performance on the stage

Its audience could hear of vassals bound by a sense of military

decisions to a council of his barons.

A politically-minded critic might

Historians ex

in

tihe

l

In

�dlr

European history, and in the Great War was again in the mi

l
l

s

r

move from the observation that these enculturative values ideally prepared

the lips
· of men who fought for ideals in battles.

men to take their place in a changing society to the conclusion that a

affective power of the poem the medievalist can perhaps le

shrewd ruler, be he a William the Conqueror or a Suger, would naturally

modern experience.

attempt to propagate literature like the Roland as part of a political

century is written, perhaps the modernist can also make a c mp rison

program, but such an observation would miss two crucial points.

In the

first place,. no twelfth-century ruler had sufficient control over
"communications" to give the Chanson the circulation and popularity it
did in fact enjoy.

of the Chanson in the class which provided its major audience was surely

l

l
�l

the medieval experience and ask if the enculturative v lu s bf
Chanson were of equal benefit for those Rolands and Oli er
were asked to fight -- and die -- under its influence.

and institutions we have been discussing served the interests of the
The popularity

tl

I .

n fr

But if a study of the Chanson in the tw nt etl

Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the ideals

warrior class at least as well as they did the princes.

In analyzin

Institute of Technology
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were asked to respond to the question, "En quel sens ia Cha.,-- .. TllfFI

Roncevaux 778-1978 held The Pennsylvania State University, 6 October
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Roland a-t-elle pu etre appelee l'epopee nationale?"; se

The author wishes to express his gratitude to the organizers

and the participants at that fruitful gathering.
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Rita Lejeune and Jacques Stiennon, La Legende de Roland dans l'art
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Owen, The Legend of Roland:
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the battle of Zalaca in 1086 (cf. v. 3137)
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trans. by I.-M. Cluzel, Les Chansons de geste fran5ais s ( 2n

Paris, 1957) , pp. 75-76.

the scene labeled "Hie ceciderunt simul," reproduced in Brault, Song
of Roland 1, plate 4 9.
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cavalry thrust in the late twelfth-century Rolandslied, Heidelberg

University, Pal. germ. 112 , fol. 74, reproduced by Brault, Song of

Roland, plate 51.
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"Solent gesta Caroli, Rolaridi et Oliveri referri ad animandum audientes"
in a sermon attributed to Nicolas de Biard, cited by Edmond Faral in
"A propos de la Chanson de Roland," in La Technique litteraire des

chansons de geste (Paris, 1959) , pp. 277-2 78.
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As stated above (n. 9) , the reference to battle drums
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after 1086.
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Menendez Pidal, Chanson, who discusses the Annals of Aniane on

pp. 305-311.

For those who respond to this particular point that

the manuscript of this text was written in the early twelfth century
and could have been "contaminated" by the Roland itself, Menendez

Pidal provides an answer in his reference (p. 308, note 2) to the
appearance of the same phrases in a continuation of the Chronicon
Isidorianum from the year 1017 (MGR SS, 13, 262) .
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dialectical relationship.
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The argument of Rachel P. R nd ne, "Ari!
'
Observation on the Dating of the Ba!l..igant Episode," R ma e Not
Philology 30 (1976), 73.

Mireaux, Chanson de Roland, pp. 59-63, argues

Turpin was a warrior rather than a simple singer of masses.

t

J. Duggan, "The Generation of the Episode of Baligant " Ro

Does Oliver Die before the Archbishop Turpin?" Romance Notes 14
(1972-73), 376-82.
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8-54.

Cf. D. D. R. Owen, "The Secular Inspiration of the C an
Speculum 37 (1962), 390-400.
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vexillum b. Petri apostoli at Rome in 774, and the tentn-cent

Annali della Fondazione italiana per la storia annninistrativa
4 (1967 ) ,

SS 3, 710) , which states th t
of Benedict of San Andrea (MGH
-

47-77, compares the Salisbury oath to the oaths exacted by Charlemag
ne

alleged trip to Jerusalem Charlemagn� presented to the

(pp. 68-69) and states (p. 64) that the concept of royalty in England

.

e
e
IX siecle, que de la royaute franyaise du XI siecle, dans laquelle

standard� which according to the Lateran mosaic was a

Karl F. Werner, "Die Legitimitat der Kapetinger und die Entstehung

auriflannna at St. Denis under Philip Augustus probably derives from the

�

geste, blaming the uncomplimentary portraiture on a

Studies in Art and Literature for Belle da Costa Greene (Princeton, 1954) ,

shift .

e
pp. 67 -82, trans . as "L ' oriflamme de France et le cri 'Munjoie ' au XII

papstliche Fahnen im hohen Mittelalter," Quellen und Forschungen 25
(1933-34) , 1-48, he had not yet taken account of an eleventh-century
forgery (MGR Const . 1, 1668) which claims that Charlemagne received the
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Oriflannne of France and the War-Cry 'Monjoie' in the Twelfth Century,"

Sitz . Alcad . Berlin, Phil . -hist. Kl., 28 (1932) and "Kaiserliche und
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rans .
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(1961) , 164-17 4; see also Gautier, Epopees 3, 155-160, who e pati

See L . H . Loomis, "The

When Carl Erdmann wrote Kaiserfahne und Blutfahne,

a

dans les premieres epopees franco-italiennes," Cultura Neoil.a ina 2

describes the vexillum given by Leo III to Charlemagne at Rome whether

1975) , 270-275.
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Karl Heinz Bender, "Les Metamorphoses de la royaute de Ch rl

inf luence of the Chanson, rather than the reverse, for ori flambe

de Roland," Philologica Romanica, Erhard Lonnnatzch gewidmet (Munich,

�

.
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ch. 2) , cited ibid., p. 639 n.

I agree with Laura Hibbard Loomis that the use of the word

2, 357-362; Hans Erich Keller, "La version dionysienne de la Chanson

lII

cf . the banner di fiamma e d' oro in the Italian Nerbon si (B.

des Reditus ad stirpem Karoli," Die Welt als Geschichte 12 (1952) ,

Festschrift Walther van Wartburg zum 80. Gebilrtstag (Tiibingen, 1968) ,

.

Leon Gautier, Les epopees francaises (Paris, 1 80) , 3, 124f.
�

siecle," Le Mayen Age 65 (1959) , 469-49 9 ; Andre Burger, "Oriflannne ,11
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banner (illustrated in Brault, Song of Roland, 1, pl .

it means "notched standard" or "golden flame."

--

standard" is a solution to the old problem of the color of S� . Pe

le roi n'est qu ' un 'primus inter pares'."

203-225.
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nicle

vexillum aureum; see Entstehung, pp. 179 , n. 47 and 183, n . 60 (Eng
•
pp . 195, n. 47 and 200, n. 60) . M. Berger's etymology f "no ched

in 1066 was "beaucoup plus proche de l'ideal define par Hincmar au

32.

l lI ,

Jacques Boussard, "La notion de royaute sous Guillaume le Conquerant,11
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Professor Keller's arguments that the Oxford � was c mpbsed
about 1150 by a poet writing at St . Denis in the circl

of Abbot

Suger may be found in "La version dionysienne" (above, n. 1 31

Kit'

shorter paper along the same lines, "The Song of Rolan :
Twelfth-Century Song of Propaganda for the Capetian

IA ,

gd6m,

3 (1976) , 242-258; and most recently "La Chanson de ge te e
public," Melanges

.
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� (Liege, 1978 ) , pp . 257-28 5 .

be unsound for three reasons:
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These arguments seem to me to

a cleric who favored that monastery; see the ed . of Meredit lJon_
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Turpin , " Travaux de linguistique et· de litterature 3 , 2 (19 5) ,

there is no compelling reason to associate the oriflamme with the

banner of the Vexin preserved at St . Deni � ;

jT f

If one is willing to accept the idea that the "final" ve s

(2) the statements

(in Olifant 3 , 254) that "during the twelfth century , the Abbey of

Charlemagne in France" and that in "the period of Suger

not only in Angevin rather than Capetian circles but also b
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n of

"1' eom

'eriou,ly the hypo<heei' of Emile Mir�� tha< <he po

•

someooine

Charlemagne was used to heighten and strengthen the Capetian kingdom"

who precisely wished to contradict the version of Pse do Tu�pin

are unsupported by documentation, doubtless because it is hard to

(see Chanson de Roland , pp , 7 0-78 ) .

find evidence to show that Suger accorded Charlemagne anything more

the Oxford text would invalidate the theories of both Mi eaux a

than the respect appropriate for one of many rulers who had richly

Keller, but if a mid-twelfth-century date is permissi le I

endowed his abbey; and (3) the discussion of proper names which make

Ang vin hypoth�i' mueh �re eo�ineing th� <he Dion 'ian

the Chanson a roman a clef depends upon "mystification" and

etymological subtleties entirely inappropriate for a work of
"propaganda . "
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meaning was easily discernible to a twelfth-century man in Southern
Italy, 'beautiful like a pine tree . "'

A certain , "earl " dat �ng
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Coloquios de Roncesvalles (Zaragoza, 1956) , pp . 133-l o .

But of course the Oxford

Roland was not written for an audience in Southern Italy ("this

t
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Menendez Pidal, Chanson , pp . 384 ff; cf . Miquel Coll i Alen'
"La introduccio de les llegendes epiques franceses a

For example, the name Pinabel "would be a name whose
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if

Saint-Denis was most instrumental in the ascendancy of the cult of
•

JI

pp . 323-3 3 3 , and Ronald N . Walpole, "Sur la Chroni ue du P � udo

(1) as stated in the preceding note,

l•

Rita Lejeune , "La Naissance du couple litteraire 'Roland et
_

I

'

totally different world") and we are told that the name "could

Melanges Henri Gregoire 2 , Annuaire de l'Institut de Phi]oi

doubtless have been easily understood in Northern France, though

d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 10 (1950) ,

with a different meaning" -- i.e . with the sense of "membre viril"

Paris, "Sur la date et la patrie de la t;nanson ae Ko.L<;ina,1 · f'uwcu".i'Jlftl 11

(Olifant 3 , 252) .

(1882) , 400-409 (Brittany) .

Whatever the basis of Pinabel's beauty , arguments

of this sort have nothing to do with whether the Roland was written
at St. Denis .
Much stronger textual arguments have been made that the Historia
Karoli Magni of Pseudo-Turpin was either written at St . Denis or by

II
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Cf. V. I. J. Flint, "The Career of Honorius Augustodunensis .
Fresh Evidence , " Revue benedictine 82 (1972) , 63-86 .

Some

40.

Quotation from Menendez Pidal, Chanson, p. 321 .
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"Byrhtnoth and Ro land: : A cdl � ast , "

one contribution to a continuing reexamination of Honorius by a

Whitehead , "Ofermod et demesure , " Cahiers de civilisa ion m diev:

number of writers .

3 (1960) , 115-117 and Cecily Clark,

Ettore L. Gotti, La Chanson de Roland e i Normanni, Bibliotheca del
Leonardo 40 (Florence, 1949) ; Michel de Bouard, "La Chanson de Roland
et la Normandie , " Annales de Normandie 2 (1952) , 34-38; David C .

41
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(Oxford, 1961) , p. 51 .

French Studies 14 (1960) , 99-116; for an objection see Thomas S .

Paleographers have placed the

Beowulf in the last decades of the tenth century.

Thomov, "fur la langue d e la version oxonienne de l a Chanson de

It

r

the scribes of the Beowulf -- which other paleographe s na

Actes et memoires (Heidelberg, 1969) ,

�

Reynolds , "Handwriting Illustrations:

Some Problems

k

3, 433-435.

Eng. trans . by Frances F . Beer , The Chanson de Roland

formulation (I cite from a pre-World . War I edition) of Gustave Lanson,
Histoire de la litterature fran5aise (11th ed . rev . , Paris , 1909) ,
p. 31, who refers to "un profond et encore inconscient patriotisme,
qui devance la realite meme d'une patrie .

II

Cf . Robert A . LeVine ,

"The Internalization of Political Values in Stateless Societies , "
Human Organization 19 (1960) , 51-58 .
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Historical Research, 11 Studi in onore di Amintore Fanf ni I (Mjilan,11 1111.1962) ,

Pierre Le Gentil, La Chanson de Roland (2nd ed . , Paris , 1967) , p. 34;

I am happier with the old textbook

l�
l

in the mid-eleventh or even the twelfth century; see Rob r !

pp . 179-193 .

(Cambridge, Mas s . , 1969) , p. 26 .

ed

that the codex contains three other works -- all writ

e
Roland , " Societe Rencesvais IV Congres international, Heidelberg,
29 aout-2 septembre 1967 .

The contents o f the codex was probably assembled in t
of the tenth century; see Dorothy Whitelock, The Audi�nce ow · Bed�f

Douglas , "The Song of Roland and the Norman Conquest of England, "
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This is only

Neophilologus 51 (1967) , 288-293 .
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See Pietro Paulo Trompeo , "Dulce France, " in his L'Az urro
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e altri capricci, Artesusa 5 (Caltanissetta-Rome , 195 ) , pp . 27
Leon Gautier , "L'idee politique dans les chansons de
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des questions historigues 7 (1869) , p. 84 , n . 3, calc lated that
ehe Chan"n de Boland the ee�a "Fr= oe" and "Franeei "
the entire empire of Charlemagne 170 times .
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dependent or conquered territory was challenged by Carl '.Iih� dor

�fft,
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France, Franceis & Franc im Rolandslied (Strassburg, 1891) .

Douglas,
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Bernard S. Bachrach, "The Feigned Retreat at Hastings," Mediia' val

"The 'Song of Roland' and the Norman Conquest," p . 110, points out

Studies 33 (1971), 264-267 . On charges of cowardice le el d

that William the Conqueror addressed his continental subjects, Normans

the counts of Blois-Champagne see Michel Bur, La format�on �u comte

and Angevins, as Franci sui .

de Champagne (Nancy, 197 7 ) , pp . 482-485 .

For a medieva

l ve�� on o
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the proverb which closes this paragraph see The Owl and th
43 .

gains

Ferdinand Lot, Etudes sur les legendes epigues franTaises (Paris,

Nightingale, v . 176 ("Wel fi 3 t pat wel fli 3 t") , ed . Eric

1958) , pp . 260-279 (first pub. 1928 ) , and Rene Louis, "La Grande

Stanley (London, 1960) , with notes on other appearances
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Gera1d

Douleur pour la mort de Roland," Cahiers de civilisation medievale 3,
(1960), 62-67; cf . K. J . Hollyman, "Wissant and the Empire of Charles

1
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On the "will to combat" see Keegan, Face of Battle, pp . 269 219 and

le Simple," Journal of the Australasian Universities Language and

elsewhere; this study of the battles of Agincourt, Wate:rjlool, :and

Literature Association 8 (1958 ) ; 24-28 .

Somme is informative and thought-provoking throughout .

I find the theory of Rita

J
I

Lejeune that v . 1428 refers to Saint-Michel-Pied-de-Port near Roncevaux
reasonable but in the end unconvincing; see her "Le Mont Saint Michel
au-peril-de-la-mer, la Chanson de Roland et le pelerinage de
Compostelle" in Millenaire monastigue de Mont Saint-Michel, 6 vols . ,
(Paris, 1966-19 7 1 ) , 2, 411-433 .

See Paul Pascal, "The 'Institutionum Disciplinae' of Isili or �
Traditio 13 (1957 ) , 426:

"In ipso autem modulandi usu

Though forbidden by the Council of Tarragona in 1180, dating by the
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oportet sensim psallere, cantare suaviter nihilque amato ium

provoca<i ad glori� =itentur . "
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Isidore and it is treated as authentic by Me ende

l

regnal years of the kings of France continued in a few instances into

Pidal, Poesia juglaresca y ;juglares (6th ed . , Madrid, 1 5 7 )

the thirteenth century; see Arthur Giry, Manuel de diplomatique (2nd

its authorship is uncertain; Jacques Fontaine, "Quelques ob e vati

ed . , Paris, 1925), p . 93 .

sur les Institutiones disciplinae, " Ciudad de Dios 181

k

. 348
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617-655, considers that it is not by Isidore and places ats
45 .

Cf. the vow of Vivien in the Chanson de Guillaume,

vv.

ed . Duncan McMillan, SATF, 2 vols . (Paris, 1949�50) .

580-589,

For a moraliza-

probable composition in Carolingian Gaul .
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In either cas ,

a Vi•igothic or Carolingian author addod a favorable ref r

tion of the theme see Pseudo-Turpin, ed . Meredith-Jones, ch . 12,

the 'armi� maio� to St . Ambro,, • , cond�ation of lov

pp . 134-135, quoted by Brault, Song of Roland, 1, 34-3 5
.

See also Jean Gyory, "Reflexions sur le jongleur guerrie;r," A
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Universitatis Scientiarum Budapestensis , Sectio Philologica 3 (1961) ,

� (Paris, 1902), pp. 175-18 2 .

See John Halverson, "Ganelon ' s Trial," Speculum 42 (19 6 7 ) , 661-669 .
In "The Character and the Trial of Ganelon:

A New Appraisal,"

chevaliers and bacheliers in

is the champion of Charlemagne and of j ustice, but in my opinion

vv.

108-113 .
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Moreover, lik
b

place "par j ugement des altres" (v. 3855) .

Joseph R. Strayer, "The Two Levels of Feudalism," in his Medieval
Statecraft and the Perspectives of History (Princeton, 1971 ) ,
pp. 63-7 6 .

54 .

Thomas N. Bisson, "Mediterranean Territorial Power

primarly as "aristocratic," he notes that some authors have suggested
"that the chansons de geste were primarily intended for bacheliers";
The argument that the

Chanson reflects the ideals of the bacheliers or apprentice warriors
is presented from a Marxian point of view by R. Constantinescu,
"Aspecte ale reflectarii societatii feudale in C fnecul lui Roland,"
Studii [de Institul de istorie Ji filosofie de Rom ine] 16 (1963 ) , 565-58 9 .

52. On the bearers of mortuary roles see Jean Dufour, "Les rouleaux et
encycliques mortuaires de Catalogne (1008-1102) ," Cahiers de

�n

l l

th1

Century ' II Proceedings of the American Philosophical so i1
145 .

While Brault, like many critics, describes the audience o f the Chanson

civilisation medievale 20 (1977 ) , 13-48.
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in j udicial functions; the duel of Pinabel and Thie

to feel sympathy (as he seems to) for Ganelon.

see Song of Roland, I, 27-28 and 353, n. 162 .

'But besides the pe rs

discussed by Strayer, these "others" not only fough

greatly overstates the position that the audience could be expected

51 .
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n Fri

of the Oxford Roland are j oined by a host of "altre ,"

Romania 96 (1975 ) , 333-367, John A. Stranges argues well that Thierry

50 .
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l
the "fragment" of The Hague and the Nata Emilianens , lh
Guilhiermoz, Essai sur les origines de la noblesse

46-60 .
49 .
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53. On the institution of peers in the mid-eleventh cen� ury I.

